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TESL and speech communicatimcommunication
KAYxayKAYMMby YAMADA in addition to the aforementioned

variables other facets which contribute
ENGLISH TEACHING objectives toward effective communication will be

vocabulary considered among them will be the
geometric shapes importance of the economy of words

usefulness of extensive vocabulariesprepositions ofposition influences of nonverbalnon verbal communicationsingular indefinite articles
phonology and individual responsibilities in the

communication situationlistening comprehension
oralorai productionoralproduction METHOD

behavioral OBJECTIVE
given geometric shapes the student will the tape slide presentation method was

chosen for part I1 and a dyadic interchangebe able to communicate a set of chosen for part 11II thewas slidetapeinstructions to a listener in a back to back
presentation method for part I1 was decidedsituation within two minutes the listener

31 upon to give students an opportunity tomust be able to reproduce the speakerspeakerss pursue the learning situationarrangement of design independently the slide frames wereunitoverviewUNIT OVERVIEW in this orderpresented and accompanied by
in second language learning language a taped monologue which occasionally

proficiency should not stand alone as a changed into a dialogue with the narrator as
goal language proficiency and speech the stimulus and the student as the
communication proficiency should stand respondent
as concurrent goals language proficiency
has to do with the use of the language while 1 title frame A communication
speech communication proficiency has to exercise
do with the effectiveness of the 2 what is communication
communicative act proficiency in language 3 variable loudness
usage does not guarantee effective 4 variable articulation
communication therefore some 5 review of two variables frames 3 and
considerationconsiderationhashas to be given to the act of 4
communication this is the focal point of 6 introduction to geometric shapes to
this unit and it is hoped that the barriers of bebessoebeusoeasereusere used in exercise
restraint which students often establish for 7 four types oflinesfinesiineshinesbines
themselves will be minimized and 8 review offrame 7
eventually lead to a more positive 9 A circle
self concept 10 A triangle

although effective communication
11 review frames 9 and 10

involves the interplay of several variables 12 A square
13 A rectanglefor our purposes we will concentrate on
14 Aonly two these two variables can be parallelogram
15 review frames 1213 and 14presented in very simple terms and yet are
16 Asufficiently significant that they may well 16atrapezoid
17 A

trapezoid

spell the difference between intelligible and hexagon
18 anunintelligible speech they are 1

octagon
19 review frames 1617 and 18loudness and 2 vigor in articulation

moderate level of loudness is the goal and 20 trial exercise in following directions
by more vigor in articulation we refer to 21 trial exercise in following directions
opening ones mouth to meet articulatory 22 instructions for exercise end
requirements continued on page 9
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SPEECH

communication
continued from page 5

the frames as presented show that each
small segment of learning is reinforced by a
review after each review the student is

asked to proceed with the next frame if
satisfactory results are achieved or redore do
the frames in question if the results are not
satisfactory

the geometric terms are presented so
that the student will be able to identify all
of the shapes that are used in the final

two communicationdyadic activity
factors come into play at this point 01

vocabulary expansion which in turn
contributes to 2 the economy ofwords in
that much can be said with one technical

continued on page 11
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in the first two minutes Aawillwill speak and
SPEECH B will not speak make any sound or

send any signals he willwinwib merely follow thecommunication directions he is given after the mastfastfirst two
minutes allowabow them to look at each others

continued from page 9 work and compare but do not offer any
explanations in the second two minutes

or better word in other words good have them compare their work again
vocabularyitemsvocabulary items contribute toward
effective communication by promoting an
economy of words thus mininumininaminimizingizing or
eliminating confusion and error AMAN mrs yamada instructs at leeward
singular frames use the necessary indefinite community collage paadpeari city hawaii
article plurals maybemay be introduced ifdesired and received her MA at university of
without the article hawaii

thistylis unit was planned so thatmat a student
can be given a place or station where he after the discussion between the
could work alone or with one other participants is completed discuss these
student he would be given a slide points thoroughly the commnnicatorcomtrarnicatorcommunicator
projector a tape recorder and a set of must speak loud enough to be heard
earphones in addition he would be given clearly he must articulate with enough
ann envelope containing the shapes vigor so that his listener can understand
introduced in the slides when he him hewhe must use technical or betterbettee
completes part I1 he will communicate with words in order to say a great deal in a short
his teacher so that a dyadic situation would time students must by informed that this
be set up in which he and another student exercise is based strictly on verbal bahaviorhaviorbehaviorba
would be seated in a back to back situation consequently the back to back position
as illustrated below

in the next round allow a free flow of
communication with emphasis on the
three sentence chain in essence it refers to
the use of 3 consecutive sentences to
complete the exchange ofimformationofimformationinformationimformation 01

a statement 2 a question and 3 an
answer in other words the listener should
not merely be content with a response of
yesyee or no he should assume his role

the student will then be given the in the interchange allow person A and
following instructions person B to alternate until both succeed

1 take out all pieces from the envelope in communicating directions to the listener
and count them there should be 8 successfully successful communication is

ifnot call to instructinstructorsinstructoesoes attention demonstrated by a reproduction of the
design by the listener

2 students have 2 minutes thisonly to communication exercise is veryver
communicate a design to listener geeteeee useful in that it emphasizes the factors that

slide 20 and 21 are important in communication it also
can be developed or adapted to different

3 they may not place the pieces in a row phases of vocabulary development as well
they must construct a design as conceptual development while

reinforcing prepositions of position
4 they may not look at each others emphasize that listening comprehension

work unless permission is granted and oral production are both necessary in
5 they must decide immediately who is good communitcation

totobeandwhoistobeybe aanaaand who is to be W




